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During times of war, the remains of fallen U.S. military service members overseas are
often difficult to track postmortem as they move from their recovery location to a permanent
cemetery. After a recovery, remains are typically sent to multiple temporary cemeteries,
morgues, and/or identification points before reaching their final resting place. Repeated
disinterments and reinterments among vast numbers of remains in multiple temporary locations
may lead to unintended commingling. This analysis is meant to examine the postmortem
movement of multiple U.S. military members and assess their potential for commingling based
on historical records and identification reports supplied by the Defense POW/MIA Accounting
Agency (DPAA). The movements of five individuals are depicted using a geographic ArcGIS
map where the association between individual remains can be assessed visually. When the data
are available, these movements can be tracked to a grave plot-specific level. Placing basic
cemetery templates over the satellite image of actual temporary and permanent cemeteries
creates an interactive visual tool for assessing potential commingling by assessing possible
mixture/commingling with nearby plots. This visual aid will be paired with temporal data
regarding the affiliation between a set of remains and a temporary location in order to better
determine the chance for any overlap between two individuals based on proximity of grave plots
and commingling.

This project is useful in DPAA accessioned cases where extra skeletal elements (e.g., two
left ulnae) may be present or when DNA analysis determines that one case has remains from two
or more individuals or is inconsistent with a proposed name association.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The primary objective of forensic anthropology is to determine the life experiences and
cultural tendencies of the deceased based on their skeletal remains and the context of their burial
and/or death. Information gained from skeletal elements and non-biological materials assist
forensic anthropologists in making assessments with regards to the deceased. Typically, bones
and teeth outlast other archaeological materials over extended periods of time as they are the
hardest tissues in the human body. Non-biological materials such as clothing, grave goods, etc.,
still prove useful but are more susceptible to deterioration. Human remains may be deposited in a
unique manner across a multitude of environments; therefore, the process of exhumation requires
many specialized techniques. Over time, forensic anthropologists and archaeologists have
developed methods for effectively excavating, collecting, and documenting the biological and
non-biological materials of an archaeological site (Dirkmaat & Cabo 2016).
The Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency (DPAA) Laboratory (“Scientific Analysis
Division") at the Offutt Air Force Base (AFB) in Nebraska, utilizes forensic archaeology to
identify deceased individuals from the United States military and return them to their next of kin.
In many cases the transfer of U.S. military remains in foreign countries during active combat or
immediate post-conflict times. Individuals are often recovered from tanks in which they were
trapped and died, rubble created by urban warfare, beaches where they washed ashore, etc., and
the remains are then transferred to a local identification point. Morgues, temporary cemeteries,
and permanent cemeteries all commonly function as temporary identification points. If an
individual cannot be immediately identified, they may be interred or transferred to another
identification location. Identifying these individuals is usually difficult due to both the injuries
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sustained during battle and the variable length of the postmortem interval. Many individuals
travel through three or four temporary identification points before arriving at a permanent
cemetery where they are reburied. When pertinent information is discovered, the unidentified
individual may be disinterred, reevaluated, and possibly identified. If an unidentified individual
has been recovered or disinterred from WWI, WWII, the Korean War, or the Vietnam conflict,
they are sent to either the laboratory at the Offutt AFB in Nebraska, or the laboratory at the Joint
Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam in Hawaii.
Once an unidentified individual is accessioned in the laboratory, the anthropologists will
examine the remains to develop a biological profile. According to standards in the field, the
anthropologist will estimate age, sex, stature, and ancestry, if possible (Belcher et al. 2021).
When these estimations are made, they can be combined with any information pertaining to the
death of the individual. This information can derive from surviving crew members, local
witnesses, and/or recovered non-biological material (e.g., material evidence) — all of which may
contribute to the identifications. Additionally, the number of individuals a set of remains may
belong to can be drastically decreased by excluding the crew members that have already been
identified, although there may be additional portions of those individuals that were not included
previously. Many military service members are male of a similar age and stature; therefore, when
attempting to make an identification the ability to exclude individuals aids the process greatly.
A large majority of cases involve incomplete skeletal remains. The skeletal elements are
typically disarticulated and retain little soft tissue due to their extended postmortem interval. In
events with multiple casualties, the recovery and transportation of remains may occur
simultaneously. There are circumstances that result in mass burials, but more often there are
multiple individuals being transported together and are ultimately buried individually upon
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arrival at the temporary or permanent cemetery. The volume of remains at these recovery
locations and temporary identification points can lead to accidental commingling of skeletal
elements. Additionally, commingling at the initial recovery is possible as remains were not
usually recovered by trained excavation personnel or physical anthropologists, especially during
a period of combat or even immediate post-combat time periods. In this case any unexpected
commingling will be recognized upon the arrival of the remains at the DPAA laboratory. It is
worth noting that the process of recovery, placement in a cemetery, and arrival of remains at the
DPAA laboratory can often take decades. Since the laboratory is usually expecting each newly
accessioned case to represent a single individual (although there are many examples of known
commingling, particularly with large battlefields and shipwrecks) commingled remains
immediately result in questions that are difficult to answer, such as when and where these
individuals’ remains have overlapped since death and in burial (Brown 2019 and Jin et al. 2014).
An added layer of complexity exists because these unidentified individuals could have
overlapped and combined at a recovery location, a temporary identification point, or a permanent
location. Temporal data surrounding the timing and duration of these remains at any temporary
location are sparse, and the associated dates are often approximate. The lack of temporally
relevant data associated limits the analyst’s ability to exclude the potential for commingling
between remains that occupied the same geographic space at separate times.
This project uses ArcGIS software to create a visual aid for understanding both the
movement and interment of identified and unidentified remains prior to their accession at the
DPAA Laboratory in Offutt AFB (Air Force Base). Typically, identified remains have a service
identification number (much like a Social Security Number) that is paired with a name for
identification. Unidentified individuals, however, are given an X Files number. The “X” signals
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that the case is unresolved, and the following number is meant to distinguish the case (e.g., X1234). ArcGIS Pro was used to create an interactive world map displaying data collected by
DPAA European-Mediterranean Directorate historians regarding the recoveries, transportation,
and timing of X Files. Interpreting the movements of hundreds of individuals through a
Microsoft (MS) Excel spreadsheet is problematic as only a portion of the data are accessible at
any moment. Transforming the movement data into an ArcGIS map, however, allows the user to
easily visualize all the desired information at once. Additionally, the ArcGIS data can be easily
filtered and searched, allowing the user to efficiently find and evaluate the desired individual(s).
Due to the visual representation of each movement, the user can instantly compare multiple
individuals, locations, and/or common movement paths. The data within each MS Excel
movement spreadsheet X Files was depicted using a sequence of arrows and location points on a
geographic base map layer.
For this study, five individuals were selected to serve as a proof of concept to evaluate
the utility of GIS in visualizing the relationships of the decedents to aid in identification
purposes. Each of these individuals were transported by aircraft or truck to the Sicily-Rome
American Military Cemetery (SRAMC). Remains from the SRAMC were selected as they were
the first movements created in the ArcGIS movement map project. Although a sample set of five
appears limited, this study will show that their interactions and proximity to other remains create
a complicated web of interaction. This complication creates challenges for the proper
identification of military service members
A data table was created in conjunction with the map to efficiently articulate any
attributes not visually expressed on the map itself. Each mapped individual is paired with a line
of data with the following attributes: Identification (ID), Recovery Location City, Estimated Date
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of Death, Branch of Service, Latitude, Longitude, Coordinate Source, Incident Type (e.g., water
loss, ground loss, etc.). More information is included when available, for example, details about
recovery, movement from identification point to identification point, any dates associated with
time spent at a specific identification point, and comments about the set of remains. This table
serves as a robust, searchable data set attached to the interactive map thus allowing the user to
easily highlight individual movements or filter by information pertinent to their case.
Originally, the goal of this project was to simply georeference historical cemetery maps
over satellite imagery to examine cemetery locations. However, the potential of this project was
realized when viewing the connections between each cemetery. It was determined that ArcGIS
could be used to illustrate not just connections between cemeteries, but pathways taken by
individual sets of remains. Now this project is an ArcGIS movement map of all unidentified
military service members currently contained at the Sicily-Rome American Military Cemetery
(SRAMC) which can be viewed to examine cases exhibiting commingling. Eventually, this
project will serve as a data table and map that will illustrate and explain the movement of both X
Files and positively identified military members for each of the permanent U. S. military
cemeteries in Europe and North Africa. Data mining is currently taking place to refine the map
coordinates used for recovery locations and identification points. Historians at the DPAA are
also working to find data on previously identified individuals, so their movements can be added
to the GIS maps and considered for potential commingling.
Overall, this project aims to create a tool that changes how DPAA analysts solve
commingled cases and make positive identifications. Hopefully, when a case is determined to be
commingled, analysts can use the ArcGIS movement map to quickly identify which individuals
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may be contained in their case rather than examining historical reports and Microsoft Excel
sheets.
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Chapter 2: Historical Review

After the end of the Mexican-American War (1846-1848) that the United States began
allocating funds toward a permanent military cemetery for soldiers who died in battle (Steere
1951). While the goal of the U.S. military was clear, to preserve the skeletal remains of fallen
soldiers, the methods of storage and interment were severely underdeveloped. When the remains
of all 750 individuals were exhumed from a permanent cemetery in Mexico City, no individuals
could be positively identified (Steere 1951). Certainly, the Mexican American War (and each
subsequent American conflict/war) revealed new challenges associated with wartime burial
practices. United States military officials addressed these challenges by creating and adapting
methods of recovery and burial for fallen soldiers both during ongoing war and the subsequent
peacetime.

The Civil War: 1861-1865
The first official instructions regarding wartime burial practices were issued on
September 11th, 1861, soon after the start of the Civil War. The War Department issued
“General Orders No. 75” explaining that the Quartermaster General, along with other military
commanders; would become responsible for the burials of fallen soldiers (Steere 1951). Initially,
the tasks associated with this responsibility were basic--resupplying hospitals and mortuaries
with books for recordkeeping and materials for wooden grave markers.
As the severity of the Civil War increased and the death toll rose, it became clear that
General Order No. 75 was insufficient. No physical space had been reserved or purchased by the
United States military to bury the fallen soldiers. Public outcry led cemetery associations in the
North to set aside land for perished soldiers. Eventually, Congress passed a bill giving the
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President the authority to purchase land for the proper burial of service members during the war.
This bill, passed on July 17th, 1862, also led to the establishment of fourteen permanent national
Civil War military cemeteries that would last beyond the end of the Civil War (Steere 1951).
Overall, the allocation of responsibilities to the Quartermaster General and the passage of
assistive legislation during the Civil War, were necessary steps to bring about the much needed
and much improved recovery practices of the U.S. military today. The Civil War itself exposed
the flaws of the military standards regarding the recovery and recognition of fallen service
members; clearly there existed a dearth of time, planning, and funding in these efforts.

The Spanish-American War: 1898
In 1899, during the Spanish-American War, President William McKinley ordered that the
remains of all perished military service members in Cuba and Puerto Rico to be exhumed and
returned to the U.S.; disinterments were conducted by civilian morticians recruited by the
Quartermaster Burial Corps (Steere 1951). In total, 1,222 sets of remains were shipped back to
the continental U.S., and of the 1,222 sets, less than fourteen percent were unidentified (Steere
1951). The Quartermaster Burial Corps was acknowledged for its swift and thorough recordation
of the temporary post-war graves in Cuba and Puerto Rico as this contributed greatly to the
positive identification of so many deceased service members. The return of these decedents
marked the first recovery and retrieval of military service members from a battle that occurred
outside the United States.
After the Spanish-American War, it was clear that the use of a specialized recovery team
was effective when attempting to recover and identify fallen military personnel. After
recognizing the success of the civilian Quartermaster Burial Corps, the U.S. issued the Army
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Appropriation Act on August 24th, 1912 (Steere 1951), which allowed the posting of military
enlisted individuals to the Quartermaster Corps. Militarizing the Quartermaster Corps allowed
soldiers to train specifically for wartime interments, disinterments, and
recordkeeping. Specializing enlisted individuals was key in preparing the U.S. for the high
volume of exhumations that would come about during and after World War I.

World War I: 1917-1918 (US Involvement)
The practices created by the Quartermaster Burial Corps during the Spanish-American
War established a precedent within the United States military. With a newly militarized
Quartermaster Corps came new regulations explaining the expected treatment of recently
deceased U.S. military personnel. The Army Regulations of 1913 instructed the commander of
any unit to, when possible, allocate a nearby space for graves (Steere 1951). Additionally,
written on a paper and contained in a sealed bottle should be the following information: name,
cause of death, date of death, rank, and/or regiment.
Just three months into WWI, distinct aluminum tags, also known as “dog tags”, were
standardized and issued to each military member (Steere 1951). The Quartermaster Corps was
further bolstered by General Orders No. 104 that stated, “there be…organized for the period of
the existing emergency…a Graves Registration Service, Quartermaster Corps” (Steere 1951, pg.
2). The Graves Registration Service (GRS) was to consist of four units including commissioned
officers, non-commissioned officers, mechanics, cooks, and privates to expedite the recovery and
safekeeping of fallen U.S. military members. GRS units were to be deployed with combat units
so that their recovery and identification efforts could begin immediately. Moreover, the
Quartermaster Corps and GRS were directed to register all burials, continue the identification
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process during transportation from the battlefield to a permanent cemetery, and mediate between
the U.S. and the foreign governmental agencies regarding the burial of the deceased (Steere
1951). The presence of GRS units in ongoing battles drastically reduced the time between the
identification of the deceased and their burial. Recovering and securing fallen comrades during
sustained battles often earned praise for the GRS units as their objective embodied the military’s
sense of loyalty to one another.
After participating in the deadliest war in history in terms of casualties, the U.S. further
acknowledged the importance of swiftly recovering and recognizing the service members who
sacrificed their lives for their country. To develop a chain of command to oversee military
recoveries and repatriations, the Office of the Chief of Graves Registration Service was created
and made a subsidiary of the Office of the Quartermaster General. Clarifying the chain of
command and creating the battle-ready GRS units was an acknowledgement that the severity of
warfare had elevated. Creation of this infrastructure was necessary for the U.S. military to
manage the sheer volume of deceased combat veterans that come with such large-scale conflicts.

World War II: 1941-1945
In 1940, the Quartermaster General indicated that while the policies developed in
response to WWI were satisfactory, the complexities of the recently established Second World
War would require further adaptation by the Office of the Quartermaster General. As mobile
forces were sent to Europe and the Pacific, a need arose to expand the amount of trained
operating recovery units sent to battle. Although GRS units succeeded in WWI, the Office of the
Quartermaster General had failed to properly train and supply enough recovery units to reach the
widespread battalions of the U.S. military during WWI.
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Months after the conflict in Europe ended, the American Graves Registration Command
(AGRC) was created and deployed to be the singular recovery and repatriation agency concerned
with WWII casualties (Emanovsky & Belcher 2012; Steere & Boardman 1957; Wood & Stanley
1989). It was crucial that the AGRC was the only agency involved in these recoveries as
accounting for hundreds of thousands of casualties can be confusing when multiple agencies,
each with different instructions, are involved. To expedite the recovery process, civilians were
authorized to work as part of the AGRC (Steere & Boardman 1957). Six years postwar, the
remains of 280,000 U.S. service members had been accounted for. The AGRC’s post-WWII
search for the missing ended in the 1950s, but the DPAA and its predecessors continue the
worldwide search for missing US service members from WWII, the Korean War, the Vietnam
Conflict, and any post-conflict action after the Vietnam Conflict.
It was during WWII that the U.S. began using the foreign cemeteries, morgues, and
hospitals as temporary identification points for recovered remains (Emanovsky & Belcher 2012;
Wayne & Stanley 1989). The success in recovering and identifying nearly all the U.S. war dead
is due in large part to the establishment of central collection and identification points. The
identification centers discussed in this study refer directly to the local cemeteries, morgues, and
hospitals of Italy that were used during WWII.
In response to WWII, the U.S. military relied upon physical anthropologists to aid in
identifications of the deceased more than ever before (McDermott 2005). Mildred Trotter,
Charles Warren, Thomas McKern, and T. Dale Stewart are some of the physical anthropologists
who pioneered the post-war identification of human remains after the second World War
(McDermott 2005; Emanovsky & Belcher 2012). In 1948, Trotter became the lead
anthropologist at the Hawaii central identification laboratory (CIL). To further the research of the
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human identification process, Trotter emphasized the importance of collecting data on the
remains obtained by the CIL (Emanovsky & Belcher 2012). Charles Warren worked in the
Philippines to help identify fallen military service members from the Pacific Theater before
becoming one of the first anthropologists employed by the US Army Quartermaster Corps
(McDermott 2005). These anthropologists worked in the first central identification laboratories
established by the U.S. military and developed the foundation of post-war human remains
identification as it is practiced today.

Modern Era: Korean War/Vietnam Conflict (1950) to the Present Day
Until the late 1970s it was standard to establish temporary identification facilities, known
as Central Identification Units, near the associated war or conflict (Emanovsky & Belcher 2012;
Wood & Stanley 1989). These units were established by both the Office of the Quartermaster
General and the AGRC and were used throughout post WWII conflicts such as the Korean and
Vietnam Wars.
Although physical anthropologists and archaeologists assisted in the excavation and
identification process of human remains during WWII, anthropologists were not employed by
the Quartermaster General until 1953 (Emanovsky & Belcher 2012). Twenty-three years later,
the first permanent laboratory tasked with identifying U.S. war dead began operation on the
Hawaiian island of O’ahu (Belcher et al. 2021). Under the supervision of Dr. Thomas D. Holland
(PhD, D-ABFA), the U.S. Army Central Identification Laboratory of Hawaii (USA CILHI)
began to implement archaeological techniques and standards during U.S. military recoveries.
Eventually, team anthropologists became recovery leaders, entrusted with leading detailed site
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excavations (Emanovsky & Belcher 2012). This new role required CILHI employed
anthropologists to have more archaeological experience and knowledge than ever before.
In 2003, CILHI, merged with the Joint Task Force-Full Accounting and together became
the Joint Prisoners of War/Missing in Action Accounting Command, known as JPAC
(Emanovsky & Belcher 2012). JPAC and CILHI strove to raise the standards of recovery and
identification of fallen service members and were the first Skeletal Identification Laboratory to
receive an international accreditation (Emanovsky & Belcher 2012).
In 2015, the DPAA was created by merging JPAC and the Defense Prisoner of War
(POW)/Missing Personnel (MP) Office (DPMO); DPAA has executed all duties that were
previously charged to JPAC. The DPAA’s search for the missing is divided into two main
geographic regions, the Indo-Pacific (IP) and the Europe-Mediterranean (EM) cells. Dividing the
U.S. war dead by geographic region rather than by conflict is efficient because many U.S.
conflicts span across the globe and also serve to consolidate unique logistical requirements
within the different regions. Today, competency standards of all field excavations and laboratory
analysis are of the highest priority to the DPAA. As methods in the fields of forensic
anthropology and archaeology improve, the DPAA constantly evaluates its standards of
operation to ensure the most efficient yet proper treatment of all remains.
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Chapter 3: Materials and Methods
The ArcGIS Pro software application was used to develop the visual aid described in this
study. ArcGIS is an aeronautical reconnaissance coverage geographic information system used
for creating, viewing, and sharing maps in addition to manipulating data. ArcGIS Pro is a new
subsidiary program of ArcGIS that was created to be more user-friendly for those creating and
editing maps. Functions in the ArcGIS Pro application pertinent to this project include the
following: drawing lines, creating points, importing georeferenced images, changing the
perceived base map layer, and developing data tables. A data table may be created and attached
to individual features (e.g., lines, points, etc.). All methods used to create the Sicily-Rome
ArcGIS Movement Map were developed through trial and error based on the basic functions
described in the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) GIS Training program and the
ESRI manual titled, ArcGIS 9: Getting Started with ArcGIS. (Crosier et al. 2005).

Materials
Five X Files were used to represent the vast number of remaining unidentified service
members currently contained at the Sicily-Rome American Military Cemetery (SRAMC). X-141
Fratelle, X-35443 Bari, X-33648 Bari, X-59714 Mirandola, and X-0025 Oran each representing
the unidentified remains of a U.S. military service member, are used in this paper to explain the
useful functions of the ArcGIS Movement Map. The names Fratelle, Bari, Mirandola, and Oran
refer to the respective temporary U.S. military cemeteries through which each of these X Files
passed. The names of the temporary cemeteries were included in each X File name because some
temporary cemeteries contain X Files with the same exact X Number. Including both the X
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Number and the name of the associated temporary cemetery avoids any potential for confusion
(e.g., X-1234 Fratelle, X-1234 Bari).
Data regarding the recovery and movement of these X Files were drawn from movement
spreadsheets created by the DPAA. These spreadsheets show the movement of each set of
remains using what little data that can be gleaned from field reports, witness testimony, and
historical records (See Figure 1). Movement spreadsheets were critical in creating the ArcGIS
Map in this project as they explicitly detail the location and name of each cemetery through
which an individual’s remains either traveled or eventually remained.

Figure 1.This image shows the layout of the DPAA’s MS Excel Movement spreadsheets used to track the movement
of X Files prior to the creation of the ArcGIS movement map.

An additional Microsoft (MS) Excel file titled “Eur-Med X Files Database” was
constructed for DPAA historians to report any data obtained regarding unidentified WWII cases
residing in the greater European and Mediterranean region. This file differs from the movement
spreadsheets mentioned above in two specific ways. First, the Eur-Med X Files spreadsheet lists
any known data regarding the branch of service and date of death associated with each X File.
Secondly, the Eur-Med X Files spreadsheet has a detailed comments section where key notes
from the recovery of an individual may be recorded. Often, these comments note what skeletal
elements were found, any associated military accessories, and, if possible, the platoon or
regiment to which the individual may have belonged.
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Frequently, X Files in each of these spreadsheets to be missing a considerable amount of
data. In fact, most of the X Files depicted in this study were not listed in the Eur-Med X Files
Database spreadsheet, meaning there is no available information regarding their recovery other
than information on their transportation between cemeteries. This lack of information is common
for World War II cases as many of the original AGRC records remain missing. However, to best
reflect what is known about each case in this project, all available data from each spreadsheet
were compiled into the ArcGIS dataset and associated visual map.

Data Integration
The basic data for depicting the temporary and permanent identification points used
during WWII came from a shapefile previously created by the DPAA and entitled
“JGIS_Cemeteries.” When uploaded into ArcGIS, this shapefile dropped hundreds of points
which represent permanent cemeteries, temporary cemeteries, central identification points,
secondary identification points, hospitals, and morgues. Each of these locations was recorded
because at some point in time they were used to store and identify the remains of U. S. military
members across the world. While many points in this file appeared in the correct location, there
were various cemeteries that transferred incorrectly. This discrepancy is potentially due to the
differing coordinate systems within the ArcGIS base maps and JGIS shapefile. The coordinate
system used to create the shapefile is unclear, but the cemeteries’ locations when placed into
ArcGIS using the DPAA’s' coordinate system was inaccurate. Typically, the DPAA uses the
“1984 Web Auxiliary Mercator” coordinate system when recording geographic locations.
However, the JGIS shapefile was created using recovery records from various agencies across
multiple decades. Recording hundreds of cemetery locations over the span of multiple decades
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which may have led to some inconsistency when selecting a standard coordinate system. The
inconsistency in applying coordinate systems would explain why some of the point markers in
the JGIS shapefile transitioned seamlessly to ArcGIS Pro while others did not.
To correctly identify the location of these misplaced cemeteries, historical temporary
cemetery maps were examined for identifiable features. Typically, roadways, surrounding
buildings, and power line routes were clear reference points when attempting to determine the
precise location of a cemetery (See Figure 2). However, many of these cemeteries do not have
large, defining features available to use for identification when viewing a satellite image or the
“Streetmap” layer of ArcGIS. Moreover, many of the cemeteries do not have associated
historical maps, so information regarding their locations came from the movement MS Excel
spreadsheets created by the DPAA. Often, there are questions surrounding the name and location
of a given cemetery. Frequently, X Files do not have a known recovery location, and the names
of the associated cemeteries or provinces may be misspelled, or non-standardized local names
may not be used. Misspellings are possibly due to errors in translation and transcription.
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Figure 2. This picture is a historical map created to depict the layout of the American Military Cemetery in Follonica,
Italy

When these spreadsheets offered insufficient data to identify a location within ArcGIS
Pro, the province name was searched on Google Maps. Ordinarily, the search yielded a positive
result, and the “OpenStreetMap” base map layer of ArcGIS would identify the local cemetery
within the province. Occasionally, the Google search would yield no result. If no location could
be identified, X File numbers and given cemetery names were compiled into a list and given to
the Eur-Med Directorate historians. Figure 3 is a flow chart that represents the decision-making
processes used to plot location points in ArcGIS Pro. Currently, the search or relevant
information regarding these unplaced X Files are being conducted.
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Figure 3. This flow chart explains how JGIS shapefile points were treated once they were uploaded into ArcGIS Pro.

Mapping
The goal of this project is to utilize ArcGIS to create points, lines, and data tables that
depict the movement of remains belonging to U.S. military personnel. To illustrate said
movements, lines and points must be added to an ArcGIS base map layer. These base map layers
can appear as topographic, satellite imagery, street maps, etc. The “OpenStreetMap” base map
was very useful in creating this movement map, but the more plain “Light Gray Canvas” proved
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superior when viewing the points and lines that represent the movement of remains. The “Light
Gray Canvas” base map is a calm neutral background which causes the point and line features to
stand out. Therefore, the “Light Gray Canvas” layer will be used to depict any maps shown
throughout this thesis.
Once the DPAA’s JGIS shapefile was uploaded to ArcGIS Pro, the first step was to
analyze each identification point and, if needed, adjust their associated coordinates. As
mentioned above, these points were adjusted using the reference of hand drawn historical maps
and when needed, Google Maps. When referencing locations observed through Google Maps,
the “OpenStreetMap'' layer within ArcGIS Pro made cemetery identification more efficient. Not
only did this base map clearly outline roads, buildings, and other features, but it also
differentiated cemetery plots from other natural plots of land, exhibiting them with different
shades of green. Additionally, cemeteries in the “OpenStreetMap '' base map exhibited a small
headstone within the distinguished green boundary. Pairing the pinned location and province
name from a Google search with the clearly delineated cemetery was often the solution to
correcting cemetery locations within the JGIS shapefile.
All points were corrected using the “Move” tool within the “Edit Features'' tab of the
ArcGIS toolbar. The “Move” tool allows the user to simply click on any established map feature
and move it with the mouse. Any ambiguity in the point location was noted in the comments
section of the associated “JGIS_Cemeteries'' data table. The name of the “JGIS_Cemeteries'' file
was unchanged as the file was not deleted, but its contents were simply edited
The second step was to utilize ArcGIS Pro’s symbology settings to distinguish these
identification points based on their degree of separation from the final resting location. There
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were fourteen permanent U. S. military cemeteries in Europe and North Africa. For this study,
the SRAMC acts as the “Final” location as all discussed remains are permanently interred there.
Any locations that typically relinquished individuals directly to the SRAMC were
considered “Primary” identification points. In addition, to “Primary” locations, there are also
“Secondary,” “Tertiary,” and “Quaternary” points. These descending names reflect their
respective degree of separation from the SRAMC. In the case of these category names, degrees
of separation are not measured in physical miles or kilometers. but rather the number of
movements remains typically experienced before reaching the permanent cemetery. Essentially,
the degrees of separation represent the number of stops experienced before reaching their
permanent location. For example, a set of remains may be transported to and from temporary
locations as many as four separate times before reaching its final resting place. In this case, the
first identification point to examine the remains would be considered a “Quaternary” location.
After leaving the quaternary location the remains will arrive at a new cemetery or morgue which
acts as the “Tertiary” identification point, and the following destination would be considered a
“Secondary” identification point. The penultimate identification location before traveling to the
final resting location is considered the “Primary” identification point.
Additionally, the points in the “JGIS_Cemeteries” layer may be represented by
“Individual Burial” and “Recovery Location” points. In many cases, remains recovered during an
ongoing conflict were not immediately sent to a nearby identification point but rather interred
near the site of the incident. When an isolated individual was interred near the site of their death,
the location was classified as an “Individual Burial.” In this project, individual burials were
viewed as separate from recovery locations, so their corresponding symbols were distinguished
within the ArcGIS map. However, when viewing the map from a zoomed-out view, the two
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points may appear to be completely identical. To distinguish these points, the user must zoom in,
and the points will begin to reflect their unique locations. In situations where the coordinates of
an individual burial were unclear, the ArcGIS point was still distinguished from the recovery
location to avoid any confusion in the number of interments, disinterments, and reinterments that
a set of remains experienced.
“Recovery Location” points were simply placed at the given recovery coordinates of an
individual. Frequently, exact recovery coordinates did not exist. With these situations, the
recovery location point was placed within the closest identifiable geopolitical province. When
neither coordinates nor province names of an individual’s recovery were available, the
movement path was drawn from their last known location, typically an identification center.
Very infrequently, there was a need to identify a “Central Identification Point” or “CIP.”
A CIP is an identification point with no external distinguishing characteristics. While hospitals,
morgues, and small local cemeteries functioned as identification points, there were also
temporary identification points established based on need only. These identification centers
played the same role as other temporary identification locations, but they had no further purpose.
All points within the “JGIS_Cemeteries” layer are identified by an associated point
marker. These markers are distinguished by color, shape, and size to reflect the categorization of
each identification center, individual burial, and recovery location. When editing the
“Symbology” of a layer, in this case “JGIS_Cemeteries,” the user can modify the appearance of
any previously established feature on the ArcGIS map. Conveniently, the appearance of these
features can be bound to their classification within a column of data. For this project, a column
within the “JGIS_Cemeteries” data table was created and titled “Class.” The “Class” of an
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identification point must be assigned to one of the eight categories: Final, Primary, Secondary,
Tertiary, Quaternary, CIP, Individual Burial, or Recovery Location.
The final permanent cemetery location, in this case the SRAMC, is depicted by a large
red circle labeled “Final.” This circle was created using a large font so that it can be easily
observed from any degree of magnification. Primary locations, such as the Naples Port Morgue
and Leghorn Port Morgue, were denoted by slightly smaller orange hexagons. Secondary,
tertiary, and quaternary locations were denoted using light orange pentagons, green squares, and
blue triangles, respectively. Individual burials are each marked by a pink diamond, and central
identification points are represented by a purple hexagon. Recovery locations are denoted with a
yellow circle (See Figure 4).

Figure 4. The ArcGIS legend used to show each location class and its associated point marker.

Once the JGIS points layer was finalized, the next step was to connect these identification
points and recovery locations according to the outlined movements of individual X Files within
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the MS Excel movement spreadsheets. Lines were drawn between the points created in the
“JGIS_Cemeteries” layer to represent the connection between any two locations. This connection
represents the movement of a single individual from one temporary location to another. All X
Files pathways were drawn using the “Distance and Direction” tool in ArcGIS Pro. This tool
allows the user to easily connect any two desired points by either typing in the coordinates of
each point or by clicking the mouse on the desired location. Directionality was depicted by
selecting the “Arrow Line 3 (Mid)” feature in the line symbology section. This line type has a
pointed arrow in the middle of the line to denote the direction of travel. Each line drawn was
added to a newly created “Lines'' layer and dataset.
Frequently, these lines were drawn on top of each other because multiple X Files
followed the same path. The overlapping of these lines is not problematic as all individual
pathways are still differentiated by selecting an X Files. Once an X File is selected, either in the
attribute table or on the map, the lines representing its movement will change from black to a
highlighted blue. On a large scale, the overlapping of lines increases the thickness of a single
pathway rather than adding clearly separate lines. The increased thickness of overlapping lines
can be useful when attempting to make a general estimation regarding the number of times a
route was taken.

Data Format
In ArcGIS there must be a dataset tied to any created features. The “JGIS_Cemeteries”
layer is tied to a data table that contains the cemetery name, province name, country, class,
longitude, latitude, and any comments pertinent to the cemetery or its placement within the
ArcGIS map (See Figure 5).
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Figure 5. This image represents the layout of the “JGIS_Cemeteries” data table.

Unlike the data within the “JGIS_Cemeteries” file, the data content of the “Lines” layer
was specific to each mapped individual. This means that any available data about the discovery,
recovery, and transportation of each individual were added to the comments section.
Additionally, this data table explains the movement of each X Files so the user can view the
geospatially relevant route of an individual and pair it with written data. The columns of this
dataset are: ID (Identification), Number of Movements, Start Date, End Date, Movement A,
Cemetery Code A, and Coordinate A (See Figure 6). For individuals with multiple movements,
the movement, cemetery code, and coordinate categories were repeated with the subsequent
alphabetical letter (e.g., Movement B, Cemetery Code B, Coordinate B, etc.). While this table
does allow room for temporal and coordinate data, it is rare that these fields are used as little of
these types of data has been found at this point in time.

Figure 6. This image represents the layout of the “Lines” data table.
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Since the “Lines” data table is specific to the movements of each recovered individual, it
allows the user to search the data by any feature. For example, users can search the data by ID
(e.g., X Files number or name) when searching for the route of a specific individual. Once the
search is completed, ArcGIS Pro will automatically highlight and zoom to the traveled route of
the individual. Filtering the data is also an effective feature when searching for overlap between
recovered individuals. For example, the data can be filtered by the name of a temporary
identification point. This search will highlight all individuals that traveled through the selected
location(s) on the map as well as in the data table. This filtering tool is particularly useful when
the user is attempting to find which individuals may have been commingled. Ideally, individuals
who did pass through the same location could be considered as candidates for commingling
based on the timing of their transport, but the lack of temporal data makes this impossible.
Overall, the development of this ArcGIS tracking method is still underway. There are no
existing maps which track movements, attempting to identify movement overlap, in the same
fashion as this project. With a lack of relevant examples in the field, all the techniques used to
develop this project were created through trial and error. As more data is collected, and the maps
of additional X File movements are added, the methods used to create these maps may change.
Ultimately, all changes will serve to aid in the efficient location and examination of overlapping
X File movements.
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Chapter 4: Results
Given the lack of data, the quality of the movement map and the associated attribute table
are satisfactory for general analysis and understanding of movement from the battlefield to a
permanent cemetery. The map clearly displays the cemeteries and the individual movements
between them. More importantly, the attribute table serves to increase the accessibility and
effectiveness of the visual aid. Using the data table, the observer may filter attributes to see
which X Files may have interacted with one another at any given recovery location or temporary
identification location. Filtering through the data table eliminates the need for the user to scroll
through the visual aid because the program will automatically select and zoom to the path of all
X Files which fit the selected data filter.
The versatility of the ArcGIS movement map is exemplified through the tracking of X141 Fratelle, X-35443 Bari, X-33648 Bari, X-59714 Mirandola, and X-0025 Oran. Illustrating
the movement of these X Files demonstrates the effectiveness of this program as each of these X
Files exhibit unique recovery circumstances and transportation routes. Each unique circumstance
may lead the user to manipulate and filter the data in a specific way to accurately assess any
potential for commingling.

Appearance
Overall, identification points and the movements of X Files are accurately depicted by the
ArcGIS movement map. Identification points are clearly delineated by their associated symbols
with an easy to locate legend (See Figure 4). Additionally, identification points starkly contrast
the “Light Gray Canvas” base map layer making them easy to detect.
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As there are hundreds of unidentified individuals residing in the SRAMC, the general
appearance of the map is chaotic before zooming in toward a specific cemetery, X File, etc. (See
Figure 7). Moreover, when viewing thousands of movements from a small magnification, the
lines representing each movement are difficult to distinguish.
Distinguishing the movements of an X File is simple and was accomplished by searching
the data table for the name of the desired X File, i.e., X-1234 Bari. In this circumstance, the route
of the selected X File will be differentiated when its line features change from black to a
highlighted blue color (See Figure 8). Additionally, the user may zoom in to a larger scale of the
map, which makes individual identification points and movement lines much clearer.

Figure 7. This picture illustrates the complete ArcGIS Movement Map from a small scale.
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Figure 8. This picture highlights the route of the remains belonging to X-59714 Mirandola as an example of how
ArcGIS helps the user identify selected X Files.

Utility of the Attribute/Data Table
Perhaps the most convenient feature within this program is the attribute table. The
“Lines” layer and associated data table are what allow the user to search and identify the route of
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their desired X File. Using a mouse, the observer may click the physical lines within the map
until they find a line representing the X File they are searching for, but this may be time
consuming. The data table, however, is organized by cemetery name and can be easily searched
by using a specific X File name. Not only does the data table simplify the actions required to find
a desired X File, but it will also allow the user to filter by visited cemetery location, movement
pattern, or number of total movements. Once the desired X File is located, the data table may be
filtered by any cemetery which at any point contained the remains of a specific X Files. To filter
the data set, the user must use the “Select By Attributes” tool within the “Lines” data table.
ArcGIS will prompt the user with a window asking which variable the user would like to
consider when filtering. Next, the user must simply pick a variable (e.g., Cemetery Code A) and
select the location or cemetery they would like to examine. Subsequently, ArcGIS will highlight
the routes of every X File that passed through the filtered cemetery along with the remains of the
X File in question. Overall, the “Select By Attributes” function performed exceptionally. The
proper use of the filtering tool is demonstrated in the following examples.

Examples
X-141 Fratelle
Entire transportation routes can be searched to determine which X Files may have
traveled together for an extended amount of time. In essence, this search is conducted by filtering
the data table with regards to each movement. Once a movement from a specified recovery
location to an identification point is defined in a filter clause, ArcGIS will highlight only the X
Files which passed through both stated locations. To search an entire transportation route, a new
line must be added to the filter clause for every stop at a temporary identification location. For
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example, X-141 Fratelle and the remains of three other X Files traveled the same exact route to
the SRAMC. In this case, each X File traveled from their individual burials in Sessa Aurunca to
the Fratelle temporary Cemetery. After stopping at the Fratelle temporary cemetery, each X File
was transported to the Naples Port Morgue, and finally, the SRAMC. To search for X Files
which traveled this exact route, a clause was added for each stop made on the way to the
SRAMC (See Figure 9). It should be noted that when searching for specific routes traveled by X
Files, each search clause must begin with “And” rather than “Or”. Beginning the clause with
“And” ensures that each X File yielded by the filtered search has traveled through each of the
stated temporary locations rather than visiting any one of the locations. The order of these
movements is specified by selecting Movement A, Movement B, Movement C, and Movement D
in alphabetical order.
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Figure 9. This image shows the screen prompt used to filter the search for X Files traveling the same route as X-141
Fratelle.

While temporal data are unavailable at this time, it is likely that remains that may have
been transported together also have a higher chance of being commingled with one another.
Figure 10 depicts the zoomed in view of the recovery locations and individual burials of X-141
Fratelle and three other highlighted X Files which traveled the same exact route to the SRAMC.
Figure 11 illustrates the zoomed-out view of the same four X Files as they travel through each
cemetery before arriving at the SRAMC.
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Figure 10. The recovery locations of X-141 Fratelle and three additional X Files which take identical routes to the
SRAMC.
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Figure 11. This image shows the entire route traveled by X-141 Fratelle and three additional X Files from Sessa
Aurunca to the SRAMC.

X-35443 Bari
X-35443 Bari represents the remains of a fallen U.S. service member, and these remains
experienced a total of four movements before reaching the SRAMC. The remains were
discovered on the beach of the Bari Harbor in Bari, Italy. After the recovery, the remains were
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transported to the Bari United States Military Cemetery (USMC). X-35443 Bari would then be
transported to the Naples Port Morgue, the Leghorn Port Morgue, and eventually the SRAMC.
At Bari Harbor, six individuals were determined to have washed ashore and eventually were
transported to the Bari USMC.
Using the aforementioned “Select by Attributes” function within the “Lines” data set, the
user can search all remains that traveled from the Bari Harbor to the Bari USMC. Figure 12
illustrates the use of the “Select By Attributes” tool to examine the X Files recovered at the Bari
Harbor, all of which eventually traveled through the Bari USMC. Additionally, this figure
depicts the highlighted data table which exhibits the data rows associated with each highlighted
X File route.
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Figure 12. This image illustrates the use of the “Select By Attributes” tool to examine the data and routes of all seven
X Files recovered at the Bari Harbor.

As shown in Figure 8, many X Files recovered outside of the Bari Harbor were also
processed at the Bari USMC. To identify all of the remains that passed through the Bari USMC
at any given time, the user may filter by “Cemetery Code.” The cemetery code is unique for each
established U.S. military cemetery, so the database was filtered for X Files which specifically
passed through the Bari USMC (See Figure 13).
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Figure 13. This image shows the highlighted routes of all X Files which passed through the Bari USMC.

Only one of the six individuals, X-35443 Bari, was transported to the 98th General
Hospital in Bari before eventually reaching the Bari USMC. Of the six individuals, only
X-35443 was transported from the Naples Port Morgue (NPM) to the Leghorn Port Morgue
(LPM) before finally reaching the SRAMC.

X-33648 Bari
Using the “Select By Attributes” filter clause, the user can be as specific as needed. Even
if multiple individuals were recovered in the same location, X File paths can be searched by their
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secondary movement. ArcGIS will automatically exclude any X Files that were not transported
to a secondary location.
For example, X-33648 Bari is the only set of remains that travels from the Bari Harbor
directly to the 98th General Hospital in Bari. However, the other six individuals recovered at the
Bari Harbor, including X-35443, were transported directly to the Bari USMC. When filtering the
search for the Bari 98th General Hospital ArcGIS shows that X-33648 Bari is the only X File in
all of Italy known to have traveled to the 98th General Hospital (See Figure 14). Understanding
that no other X Files were transported to the Bari 98th General hospital could help the analyst
exclude many X Files from a search for commingling with X-33648.

Figure 14. This image shows X-33648 Bari’s path from the Bari Harbor to the Bari 98th General Hospital, to the Bari
USMC.
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X-59714 Mirandola
X-59714 Mirandola was recovered in northeast Italy in the province of Conegliano.
Unlike in the Bari Harbor, the remains of X-59714 were recovered in a unique location with no
other X Files nearby (See Figure 15).

Figure 15. This image depicts the isolated recovery location and first movement of X-59714.

The second movement of X-59714 Mirandola was from the Conegliano Civilian
Cemetery to the Mirandola USMC. When filtering by cemetery name, the movement map shows
that no other X Files were examined at the Conegliano Civilian Cemetery, but twenty-two
additional X Files stopped at the Mirandola USMC (See Figure 16).
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Figure 16. This image depicts the movement of every X File which passed through Mirandola USMC and might have
crossed paths with X-59714 Mirandola. Recovery location of X-59714 Mirandola is highlighted red.

X-0025 Oran
X-0025 Oran is the only known X File to have been transported from the Oran USMC to
the Sicily Rome American Military Cemetery (SRAMC). The Tunis temporary identification
location, established by the AGRC, is the only location that X-0025 Oran stops at before
reaching the SRAMC. X T-24 Tunis is the only other X File obtained by the SRAMC which
traveled through the Tunis temporary identification location (See Figure 17).
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Figure 17. This image shows each X File that passed through the Tunis identification location.

.

Overall, this movement map and the associated attribute table offer an informative,
dynamic, and efficient format to view the movement of unidentified, deceased U.S. military
members. The visual representation of X File movements allows the user to examine the route
traveled by an individual in a geospatial context. Rather than scanning MS Excel documents for
X Files with similar paths, the observer can use this visual aid to view the overlap of X File
movements instantly. Filtering this data set to examine what X Files are most likely to have been
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commingled with an individual case may eliminate hours of data examination. However, this
project lacks temporally relevant data and the movements of positively identified individuals,
both of which would contribute greatly to increasing the effectiveness of this program.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Appearance
When depicting the paths of nearly 450 X Files, it is almost impossible to avoid the
appearance of confusion and disorder. Therefore, (and not surprisingly) the ArcGIS Pro
interactive world map might seem chaotic; however, the layout of the map is as straightforward
as it can be. When the researcher begins to use the map, its utility is immediately apparent, even
on a small scale.
All identification points are clearly delineated and explained by the accompanying
legend. On a side note, the lines representing each X File movement do overlap which can cause
some confusion while attempting to distinguish between X Files that may have identical
movements. However, the user should always remember to search their desired X File within the
data table versus attempting to find the X File by scrolling through the map as the latter would be
extremely inefficient.

Utility of the Attribute/Data Table
Although this map was made to visually aid anthropologists searching cases for potential
commingling, the non-visual data table is arguably the most valuable asset. Variables describing
specific movements (e.g., Movement A, Movement B, etc.) and cemetery codes make it possible
for the user to promptly identify their desired X File. In the examples given using the X-141
Fratelle, X-35443 Bari, X-33648 Bari, X-59714 Mirandola, and X-0025 Oran cases, the attribute
table effectively distinguishes X Files by their recovery location, subsequent movements,
associated cemeteries, and even their number of identical movements. All these attributes will
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assist anthropologists in discovering which remains are most likely to be commingled with the X
File in their case.

Examples
The filtered search of the X-141 Fratelle movements route exhibits the power of the
“Select By Attributes” tool. Filtering the dataset for individuals which traveled identical routes
could help the analyst identify which individuals have a significantly higher chance of being
commingled with the X File in question. It is assumed that X Files which are recovered and
transported together are more likely to be commingled with one another but as of yet, there is no
data to support this claim.
The remains discovered at the Bari Harbor served to demonstrate particularly unique and
challenging situations. Many individuals are recovered in isolated locations and limiting their
risk for commingling before reaching their first identification point. The seven X Files recovered
in the Bar Harbor, however, exhibit a higher chance of commingling as they were all recovered
in the same location. It should be noted that any remains from the Bari Harbor could experience
commingling at any subsequent identification location.
Examining the route of X-33648 Bari further exemplifies the effectiveness of the “Select
By attributes” tool. For example, if the analyst had historical records stating that the X-33648
Bari remains were commingled upon their arrival to the Bari 98th General Hospital, the filter
clause could be utilized to highlight only remains that traveled from the Bari Harbor to the 98th
General Hospital. When the results indicated that X-33648 Bari was the only individual to pass
through the Bari 98th General Hospital the analyst could determine that the remains must have
been commingled with one of the other six service members recovered at the Bari Harbor.
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X-59714 Mirandola displays the opposite recovery situation of X-35443 Bari and X-141
Fratelle. X-59714 Mirandola was a solitary recovery in the northeastern Italian province of
Conegliano before being transported to the Mirandola USMC. Upon the arrival of X-59714
Mirandola at the Mirandola USMC, it was associated with twenty-two other X Files. Although
examining twenty-three X Files provides great potential for commingling, the Mirandola USMC
is not as productive as other primary identification locations such as the Naples Port Morgue
(NPM) and Leghorn Port Morgue (LPM). Almost every X File that resides in the SRAMC
passed through the NPM and LPM, so the chances of commingling at these large primary
identification centers is drastically increased. This case exhibits just how complex the overlap in
X File movements truly is even when remains are recovered alone.
The path of X-0025 Oran emphasizes the need to incorporate additional data into this
movement map. Currently, this map only highlights one individual which could have been
commingled with X-0025 Oran. It appears that there is little potential for X-0025 Oran to be
commingled but without including previously identified military personnel, this map may only
exhibit a fraction of individuals who traveled through the Tunis identification location.
Additionally, Tunis is located in North Africa rather than Italy, so other permanent cemeteries
may contain remains from individuals who stopped at the Tunis identification location but do not
appear in this map. In the future, this map should be combined with maps illustrating the
movements of individuals housed in other permanent cemeteries to ensure that all possibilities
for commingling are depicted.

Literature Review
Adjacent fields, such as forensic anthropology, have adopted the excavation techniques
developed by archaeologists as these techniques are considered the standard when exhuming
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skeletal remains (Dirkmaat 2016; Dirkmaat et al. 2012). Both crime scenes and archaeological
sites require the expert to assess and interpret the spatial relationship between discovered
materials, biological elements, artifacts, etc. Photographs, handwritten notes, and Microsoft (MS)
Excel sheets are an excellent way to preserve the key information of an excavation or recovery,
but an ArcGIS map offers a more efficient and accessible solution to site reconstruction.
Mapping within ArcGIS Pro allows the user to place the demarcated site features over
geographic, topographic, or satellite imagery from an aerial viewpoint. More importantly, the
user can tie field notes, artifact analyses, and photography to a geographical point (Butler 2018).
Lastly, the expert can simultaneously view the visual layout of a site while actively referencing
the raw data table attached to each map feature. Other studies using ArcGIS to map
archaeological sites and crime scenes should be considered in the development of future X File
movement maps.
Typically, forensic anthropologists use ArcGIS to document, analyze, and preserve a
crime scene. For example, McKinley (2017) describes the applicability of GIS in ongoing
missing persons searches. The author explains that during a missing persons search in Ireland,
law enforcement implemented ArcGIS to georeferenced satellite imagery, historical maps, and
Near-Infrared Spectrometry (NIR) data. This allowed law enforcement to clearly distinguish
areas with dense vegetation, waterways, property boundaries, etc. when developing their search
plan
Additionally, a forensic case in the Netherlands was recorded and analyzed for
scavenging patterns using ArcGIS (de Leeuwe and Groen 2015). In this case, members of the
public discovered burned human remains in a local forest. The skeleton was found to be severely
dispersed throughout the woods with as many as 20 m between individual elements.
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Anthropologists analyzed (and later recreated) the dispersal of these remains using ArcGIS from
an aerial view of a satellite image. When pairing the ArcGIS map with data from a local
ecological database, the anthropologists recognized scavenging patterns like the regionally
prevalent wild boar (Sus scrofa) and fox (Vulpes vulpes). Of course, taphonomic defects such as
gnaw marks and pitting aided in the identification of these scavengers, but the initial assessment
of skeletal element dispersal using ArcGIS narrowed the list of potential opportunists
Lastly, Butler (2018) details the efficiency of ArcGIS in recreating the physical
arrangement of all elements belonging to a crime scene. The author repeatedly mentions the
usefulness in pinning case photography to a point placed within ArcGIS. ArcGIS gives
anthropologists the ability to not only identify the individual recovery points of each skeletal
element but to also attach a photo to the point. With the attachment of case photography to the
crime scene map, anthropologists may examine the dispersal of skeletal elements while also
analyzing the recovered skeleton. Consuming the raw data, mapped crime scene, and case
photography simultaneously is not overwhelming as the appearance of the ArcGIS project
displays only those categories chosen by the user. In this case, for example, case photography
and raw data tables may be omitted for viewers desiring crime scene layout information only.
This technique could be used in DPAA X File movement maps to display field notes, reports on
associated artifacts, and case photography to offer more data to the analyst.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
Future Directions
As it currently stands, this project is unfinished. In terms of mapping each X File and
identifying U.S. service members for all the fourteen permanent cemeteries, this project may take
years to complete. While in its infancy, there is great promise in the utility of this project so long
as mining for temporally relevant data and precise coordinates is being conducted. Adaptability
is one of the strongest features within this ArcGIS map. Data tables and map displays within
ArcGIS can always be manipulated to reflect new data. Currently, there are three areas that can
be improved during the expansion of this mapping technique.
First, additional temporally relevant data must be obtained and included to increase the
utility of this map. The lack of temporal data surrounding unidentified X Files is daunting, and
this lack of data contributes to the confusion surrounding commingling between any two remains
in any given cemetery. The effectiveness of the ArcGIS movement tracking map is reduced due
to the lack of temporal data. However, when individuals can be removed from the equation
because specific dates and times spent at cemeteries are recorded, the efficacy of the map
becomes much greater.
Second, considering all individuals can be commingled--identified individuals and X
Files alike--the inclusion of previously identified individuals to the data table and ArcGIS map
must occur. Including identified individuals would ensure that all remains which have been
exhumed, interred, or transported near or with an unidentified individual are accounted for when
attempting to determine the potential for commingling in a case. The goal of this project is to
create a tool available to forensic anthropologists at the DPAA that allows them to easily search
and identify individuals who may have been commingled with a newly accessioned case. To
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depict the overlapping movements of unidentified individuals alone is to consider only a small
part of the much larger picture, and, long term, such a myopic view could even cloud the solution
of a commingled case.
Lastly, there is a need to create plot, row, and grave specific points within the ArcGIS
movement map. Increasing the level of detail when depicting the geospatial relationship between
individual interments would only supply more relevant information to the user. For example, if
two individuals were interred at the same temporary cemetery but they were placed in graves on
opposing ends of the cemetery, their probability of commingling would be lower than remains
interred in adjacent graves.
Currently, models that display plot, row, and grave specific movement points are being
tested. Unfortunately, data regarding the exact grave layout of many temporary cemeteries either
do not exist or have not been made available at this point in time. Some of the hand-drawn
historical maps used to locate cemeteries within ArcGIS do have some limited information
regarding the occupants of each grave. However, many of these historical maps do not have any
individuating information so that data must be found elsewhere. One design being considered for
cemeteries without known layout information is a design that creates a uniform grid which can
be placed over any cemetery location on a map. Using a uniformed grid may not reach the level
of detail needed to perfectly depict each cemetery, but it would still allow for the differentiation
between individuals to a plot, row, and grave level. Supplementing the ArcGIS dataset with
information on previously identified individuals will also help in creating a grave specific map.
Including identified cases will increase the number of known individuals within a cemetery.
Attributing previously identified remains to a grave within a cemetery, will exclude any
alternative cases from being tracked to the same grave.
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Overall, the idea of tracking the postmortem movements and interments of fallen U.S
military personnel using ArcGIS is promising. The Sicily-Rome ArcGIS Movement Map is
useful to the DPAA because it has the capability to display taphonomic phenomena relevant to
commingled cases. While temporal data are generally lacking, and precise location coordinates
are not always available, there is an undeniable accessibility provided by this movement map
that would certainly benefit the examination of potentially commingled remains. Recovering an
identifying fallen U.S. service members is an honorable task but it is especially difficult when
remains have been commingled with one another. Ultimately, this map aims to clarify
commingled cases and return those service members who sacrificed their lives for our country to
their loved ones.
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